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The Personal Memoirs of Ulysses S. Grant are primarily a military memoir. Concerned 

about the ways the American Civil War was being remembered by the national public and 

anxious to tell his story for future generations, Ulysses S. Grant fought the pain of terminal throat 

cancer to complete his two-volume recollection a few days before his death on July 23, 1885. 

Getting the story right and making his mark on history were of upmost importance to Grant. “I 

would not have the anniversaries of our victories celebrated, nor those of our defeats made fast 

days and spent in humiliation and prayer,” argued Grant, “but I would like to see truthful history 

written.”1  

In recent years, military historians have put Grant himself under the microscope. 

Vigorous debates about the accuracy of the Personal Memoirs have led some scholars to suggest 

that Grant’s recollections do not line up with official records or the recollections of 

contemporary officers who remembered things differently. Grant held grudges and brought those 

grievances to his writings. He got troop numbers, tactics, and other important details wrong. 

While not fully dismissing the Personal Memoirs, these scholars make a reasonable request to 

exercise considerable caution when reading them.2  

                                                             
1 Ulysses S. Grant, Personal Memoirs of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume I (New York: Charles L. Webster & Co., 1885), 

170. 
2 Frank Varney, General Grant and the Rewriting of History: How the Destruction of General William S. Rosecrans 

Influenced Our Understanding of the Civil War (El Dorado Hills, CA: Savas Beatie, 2013); Chris Mackowski offers 

additional comments on Varney’s book in “Review: General Grant and the Rewriting of History,” Emerging Civil 

War, January 22, 2014, accessed December 31, 2020, https://emergingcivilwar.com/2014/01/22/review-general-

grant-and-the-rewriting-of-history/. 
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While these debates are productive and interesting, it is worth taking a step back to look 

at the larger picture. The value of Grant’s Personal Memoirs cannot be exclusively measured in 

military terms. Despite the recent proliferation of popular biographies and renewed attention to 

the Personal Memoirs, few scholars have taken the time to fully examine the Memoirs for the 

political insights they have to offer. Although Grant kept this type of commentary to a minimum, 

a close reading of the Memoirs nevertheless provides a few key points. For one, the Ulysses S. 

Grant of 1885 was a committed member of the Republican Party and a political disciple of 

Abraham Lincoln. Rhetorical language about the unjustness of the Mexican-American War and 

an impeding “Slave Power” threatening the country’s future are evidence of this thinking.3 But 

perhaps most importantly, Grant took pains to outline how his view of political events had 

changed throughout his life. The Ulysses S. Grant of 1860 was decidedly not a Republican. In 

fact, Grant viewed the Republican party’s rise as a danger to the nation’s sectional balance. To 

understand this anti-Republican version of Ulysses S. Grant, we must first examine his 

experiences while living in St. Louis, Missouri, from 1854 to 1859.  

Ulysses S. Grant’s move to St. Louis in 1854 came at an important turning point in his 

life. More than a decade earlier he had started his Army career in St. Louis at Jefferson Barracks 

and soon met his future wife, Julia Dent Grant, at White Haven, a plantation home five miles 

away from the barracks. Grant’s six months in St. Louis left a lasting impression on him. After 

his engagement to Julia and subsequent transfer to Camp Salubrity, Louisiana, in May 1844, 

Grant wrote numerous letters to his fiancée about St. Louis. Among other comments, he stated 

that he regretted having to leave Jefferson Barracks so soon, remarked that he often talked about 

Missouri with his fellow officers, and proclaimed that “I shall always look back at my short visit 

                                                             
3 Grant, Personal Memoirs of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume I, 53-56.  
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to MO as the most pleasant part of my life.”4 After years of hard traveling, frequent separations, 

and a growing family back home, Grant chose to leave the Army ten years later in 1854. He 

decided to move back to St. Louis and become a farmer at White Haven primarily because he 

wanted to be closer to his family. However, Grant’s fond memories of life in Missouri certainly 

played a role in this decision. He liked the Southern lifestyle practiced at White Haven and 

believed St. Louis was the best place for him to become financially stable while successfully 

raising a young family. And Grant was willing to live on a property with upwards of thirty 

enslaved African Americans and eventually owned one enslaved man, William Jones, for a 

time.5 

1854 was also year of massive political change both nationally and in Missouri. On a 

national scale, the Kansas-Nebraska Act opened Kansas and Nebraska for settlement and left 

slavery’s future to the will of voters in these territories rather than Congress. Outraged by the 

idea of slavery expanding into new western territories and disgusted by the thought of 

overturning the 1820 Missouri Compromise (which had previously closed off slavery in these 

territories), antislavery Whigs and Democrats formed a new political coalition opposed to 

slavery’s westward expansion. The Republican Party was born.6 The situation was different in 

Missouri, however.  

                                                             
4 Julia Dent Grant, The Personal Memoirs of Julia Dent Grant (New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1975), 48-62; 

Ulysses S. Grant to Julia Dent, June 4, 1844, The Papers of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume 1: 1837-1861, ed. John Y. 

Simon (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1967), 23-26; Ulysses S. Grant to Julia Dent, July 28, 1844, 

The Papers of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume 1, 29-32; Ulysses S. Grant to Julia Dent, May 6, 1845, The Papers of 

Ulysses S. Grant, Volume 1, 43-45. 
5 For more on Grant’s ownership of William Jones, see Nicholas W. Sacco, “The Mystery of William Jones, an 

Enslaved Man Owned by Ulysses S. Grant,” Muster (Journal of the Civil War Era), December 7, 2018, accessed 

December 28, 2020, https://www.journalofthecivilwarera.org/2018/12/the-mystery-of-william-jones-an-enslaved-

man-owned-by-ulysses-s-grant/.  
6 Robert F. Engs and Randall M. Miller, eds., The Birth of the Grand Old Party: The Republicans’ First Generation 

(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2002).  
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While the Republican Party gained wide support in the North, most Missourians rejected 

the Republicans as radical and reckless. As historians Aaron Astor and Christopher Phillips have 

previously argued, most Missourians considered themselves as Westerners. They rejected 

political extremism from both North and South while embracing a spirit of compromise, political 

stability, conservative unionism, and support for slavery (although Phillips argues that political 

tensions did create a “Southern Identity” among some proslavery Missourians in the 1850s).7 

Amid national turmoil over the Kansas-Nebraska Act, Missouri politics revolved around a 

growing divide within the state Democrat party. This divide centered on the best ways to combat 

national Republican growth, maintain the Union, and protect slavery.  

On one side of the divide was Senator Thomas Hart Benton and his supporters. Benton 

was Missouri’s first U.S. Senator and a longtime friend of Ulysses S. Grant’s Father-in-Law, 

Frederick F. Dent. Although he had pushed for Missouri to enter the Union as a slave state in 

1821 and was a slaveholder himself, Benton became concerned about the increasingly fierce 

debates over slavery’s westward expansion during the Mexican American War. He opposed that 

war as a threat to Missouri’s business connections to Mexico and believed proslavery politicians 

used the war to expand slavery into the West. Equally important, he grew increasingly concerned 

with Southern fire-eaters like South Carolina Senator John C. Calhoun, who openly threatened 

disunion if settlers were not afforded protections to own enslaved property in the territories. 

Rather than playing with fire by talking of disunion, Benton preferred to end all agitation on the 

slavery question. A fellow Missouri politician summarized Benton’s position as “non-

                                                             
7 Aaron Astor, Rebels on the Border: Civil War, Emancipation, and the Reconstruction of Kentucky and Missouri 

(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2012), 5, 15; Christopher Phillips, Missouri’s Confederate: 

Claiborne Fox Jackson and the Creation of Southern Identity in the Border West (Columbia: University of Missouri 

Press, 2000).  
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intervention, no agitation, security to property, [and] tranquility to the people” on the question of 

slavery.8  

 This position came with a cost, however. The Missouri State Legislature refused to grant 

Benton a sixth Senate term in 1851, and his vocal opposition to the Kansas Nebraska Act played 

a major role in losing an election to the House of Representatives in 1854. Anti-Benton 

sentiment within the Democratic Party came from several directions, but perhaps most 

successfully from State Senator Claiborne Fox Jackson. A vocal supporter of slavery’s westward 

expansion, Jackson issued a series of resolutions to the State Legislature in 1849. The “Jackson 

Resolutions” declared that Congress had no right to ban slavery in the western territories and that 

“northern fanaticism,” if not kept in check, would lead Missouri towards disunion and perhaps a 

Southern confederacy. Rather than simply ending all agitation on the slavery question, Anti-

Benton Democrats called for additional federal legislation protecting slaveholder rights in the 

western territories.9  

 While few letters remain in existence from Grant’s time in St. Louis, the evidence 

suggests that he found Benton’s strong Unionism and conservative approach to slavery 

appealing. Although he was raised in a Whig family and considered Senator Henry Clay a 

political hero, Grant had never voted while a member of the U.S. Army. With the Whig Party 

disintegrating by the time of the 1856 presidential election, Grant looked upon the new 

Republican Party with skepticism and concern. Writing in his Personal Memoirs years later, 

Grant remarked that “the Republican Party was regarded in the South and the border States not 

                                                             
8 On Thomas Hart Benton’s political career, see Ken Mueller, Senator Benton and the People: Master Race 

Democracy on the Early American Frontier (Dekalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 2014); John Richard Barret 

quoted in “The Canvas—The Discussion at Creve Coeur,” Missouri Republican, July 17, 1858.  
9 William E. Parrish, Clarence T. Jones, Jr., and Lawrence O. Christensen, Missouri: The Heart of the Nation 

(Wheeling, Ill.: Harland Davidson, Inc., 2004, 3rd edition), 132-133.  
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only as opposed to the extension of slavery, but as favoring the compulsory abolition of the 

institution without compensation to the owners.” As such, a victory for Republican candidate 

John C. Fremont would spell the end of slavery. Equally horrifying, White Americans 

throughout the country feared that “emancipation meant social equality” with newly freed Black 

Americans. Without explicitly endorsing these Democratic talking points, Grant nevertheless 

admitted that he was convinced the South would secede should Fremont win. Grant voted for 

Democrat James Buchanan on pragmatic grounds: “I preferred the success of a candidate whose 

election would prevent or postpone secession, to seeing the country plunged into a war the end of 

which no man could foretell.”10 In other words, the only nationally viable political party in 

Grant’s mind—the only one capable of deescalating heated debates over slavery and stopping a 

potential civil war—was a Democrat party that embraced the spirit of Senator Thomas Hart 

Benton.  

 Grant’s reasoning for his support of Buchanan and the Democrats was somewhat 

defensive. In an 1859 letter to his father, Grant argued that he tried to view elections with an 

open mind and denied that he was “strongly identified with the Democratic Party[.] Such is not 

the case.” He also acknowledged in his Memoirs that he had a brief flirtation with the nativist 

American “Know Nothing” Party while living in St. Louis.11 But it is important to note that 

Grant nevertheless remained actively engaged in politics and expressed a preference for 

Democratic candidates beyond the 1856 election.  

During the midterm election of 1858 and the presidential election of 1860, Missouri’s 

First Congressional District (which encompassed all of St. Louis) was hotly contested between 

                                                             
10 Grant, Personal Memoirs of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume I, 212-215. 
11 Ulysses S. Grant to Jesse R. Grant, September 23, 1859, The Papers of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume 1, 349-351; 

Grant, Personal Memoirs of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume I, 213.  
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Republican Frank Blair and Democrat John Richard Barret. Both men were prominent St. Louis 

lawyers who had initially served together as pro-Benton Democrats in the Missouri State 

Legislature in the early 1850s. Blair had won the Congressional seat in 1856 as a Benton 

Democrat. However, he soon announced his opposition to slavery after the election and began 

promoting colonization. In speeches throughout New England in 1857, Blair announced his plan 

to use public land sales in Missouri to emancipate and relocate the state’s Black population to 

Central America.12 For the 1858 midterm, Blair ran for reelection as an antislavery, or “Free” 

Democrat and eventually joined the Republican Party two years later, becoming the first major 

politician from a border slave state to join the Republicans. Barret, meanwhile, supported the 

Kansas-Nebraska Act and defended slavery as the best social arrangement for Whites and Blacks 

alike. Seeing an increasingly hostile Congress and perhaps even a Republican president in 1860, 

Barret argued that leaving the question of slavery’s westward expansion to territorial voters was 

the best path for promoting peace and the protection of slavery. Ironically, this position put 

Barret more in line with the Jackson Resolutions of 1849 rather than Benton’s doctrine of no 

agitation over slavery. Both men nevertheless evoked the legacy of Thomas Hart Benton to 

justify their positions when debating each other throughout St. Louis.13 

 Grant appears to have taken a keen interest in both elections between Blair and Barret. He 

wrote to his sister Mary in September 1858 that he was traveling twelve miles from White Haven 

to the City of St. Louis to hear political speeches leading up to that year’s midterm election. 

More explicitly, Grant wrote another letter to a colleague before the 1860 elections stating his 

                                                             
12 William E. Parrish, Frank Blair: Lincoln’s Conservative (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1998), 60-69; 

Parrish et al., Missouri, 153.  
13 During the 1858 campaign, Blair and Barret engaged in a series of debates about slavery’s future throughout the 

St. Louis region. The nature of these debates was very similar to the famous Lincoln-Douglas debates in Illinois that 

also took place that year. For more on Barret, see Nicholas W. Sacco, “Searching for Compromise: Missouri 

Congressman John Richard Barret’s Fight to Save the Union,” The Confluence (Fall/Winter 2018/2019), 1-32. 
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hope that Barret would win the First Congressional District seat. Now living in Galena, Illinois, 

and working at his father’s leather goods store as a clerk, Grant admitted in this letter that “I 

can’t help feeling more interest in the contest you have just gone through than I shall in the 

November [presidential] election.” Waiting for newspaper reports on the election results, Grant 

commented that “I feel anxious to hear of Blairs defeat.” While acknowledging that the 

Democrats were an imperfect party that needed to rid itself of extremists and disunionists, he still 

feared a Republican victory at the polls. “I think the Democratic party want a little purifying and 

nothing will do it so effectually as a defeat,” Grant remarked, but “I don’t like to see a 

Republican beat the party.”14  

 Grant’s views towards the presidential election of 1860 also highlight the influence of 

Missouri politics on his thinking. He had not lived in Galena long enough to meet the one-year 

residency requirement to vote in that year’s presidential election, but Grant still viewed the 

Democrats as the most nationally viable party to stave off disunion. More specifically, he 

believed Northern Democrats had the best interests of the country at heart (Southern Democrats 

who wanted a federal slave code to guarantee slaveholding in all western territories had split 

with Northern Democrats, who wanted to leave slavery’s expansion to territorial voters, in June 

1860). Had he been eligible to vote in 1860, Grant confessed in his Memoirs that “my pledges 

would have compelled me to vote for Stephen A. Douglas,” the Northern Democrat candidate for 

president.15  

                                                             
14 Ulysses S. Grant to Mary Grant, September 7, 1858, The Papers of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume 1, 343; Ulysses S. 

Grant to Mr. Davis, August 7, 1860, The Papers of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume 1, 357. Grant also remarked in his 

Personal Memoirs that “Blair I knew very well by sight. I had heard him speak in the canvass of 1858, possibly 

several times. Grant, Personal Memoirs of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume I, 235. 
15 Grant, Personal Memoirs of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume I, 216.  
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When Republican Abraham Lincoln expressed opposition to slavery’s westward 

expansion and even suggested in his “House Divided” speech that the country could not continue 

to exist as half slave and half free, Grant remarked that “I took no part myself in any such view 

of the case at the time.” In his mind, there was still room for additional compromises on slavery. 

A Democratic administration under Stephen Douglas might have been able to foster peace with 

the South. Only through years of bloody civil war and the Emancipation Proclamation did Grant 

come around to believe that Lincoln had been right, and that “the cause of the great War of the 

Rebellion against the United States will have to be attributed to slavery.”16  

What can Missouri politics in the 1850s tell us about Ulysses S. Grant’s own political 

views? Three insights are worth mentioning. For one, various Grant biographers in recent years 

have made questionable arguments about Grant’s political views before the Civil War. Different 

titles within this scholarship suggest that Grant held anti-slavery views, opposed slavery’s 

westward expansion, secretly preferred John C. Fremont for the presidency but only voted for 

Buchanan because he feared disunion, and that he “observed the habits of southern white 

families in his part of Missouri” with a critical eye.17 A more detailed look at Grant’s letters, 

experiences, and reflections about his life in Missouri cast doubt on these conclusions. Moreover, 

this scholarship has noticeably omitted Grant’s August 30, 1863 letter to Illinois Congressman 

Elihu Washburne. Writing nearly two months after the Vicksburg campaign and in a letter soon 

published in newspapers around the country, Grant expressed support for emancipation while 

                                                             
16 Ulysses S. Grant, Personal Memoirs of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume II (New York: Charles L. Webster & Co., 1886), 

542. 
17 For example, see H.W. Brands, The Man Who Saved the Union: Ulysses Grant in War and Peace (New York: 

Doubleday, 2012), 86-87; Josiah Bunting, Ulysses S. Grant (New York: Times Books, 2004), 33; Ron Chernow, 

Grant (New York: Penguin, 2017), 99; Michael Korda, Ulysses S. Grant: The Unlikely Hero (New York: Random 

House, 2004), 56; quote is from Joan Waugh, U.S. Grant: American Hero, American Myth (Chapel Hill: University 

of North Carolina Press, 2009), 43. 
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admitting that “I never was an abolitionist, [n]ot even what could be called antislavery” before 

the Civil War. Rather than viewing Grant as an antislavery Northerner at odds with his wife’s 

family and most Missourians, it appears that he blended in with Missouri society and embraced 

the state’s Democrat-leaning politics quite well. Historian Brooks Simpson is closer to the mark 

in describing Grant as a “nominal Democrat” when the Civil War broke out.18  

Secondly, while the extent of Grant’s support for specific Democratic policies remains a 

matter of debate, it is clear that he bought in to the idea that the Republican Party threatened law 

and order. In this sense Grant’s outlook was strongly shaped by the political situation in 

Missouri. A badly fragmented Democrat Party and a faltering Whig Party only strengthened 

fears of an antislavery Republican Party within Missouri during the 1850s, in contrast to 

Northern states. When Frank Blair ran as a Republican in 1860, Grant wished to see him 

defeated. Grant’s concerns also highlight the very strong disagreements between Northern 

Democrats and Republicans on the question of slavery’s westward expansion. While a figure like 

Abraham Lincoln could argue that the Republicans were simply trying to put slavery on the path 

to extinction, and that this goal was in line with the aspirations of the Constitution’s framers, 

Ulysses S. Grant saw the same message and feared, among other things, disunion, civil war, 

slave insurrections, and perhaps even a race war.19  

Finally, Grant’s prior party affiliations went out the door once the American Civil War 

broke out on April 12, 1861. As historian Bob Pollock has previously pointed out, Grant quickly 

                                                             
18 Ulysses S. Grant to Elihu Washburne, The Papers of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume 9: July 7, 1863-December 31, 

1863, ed. John Y. Simon (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1982), 218; Brooks Simpson, Ulysses S. 

Grant: Triumph Over Adversity (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 2000), 71.  
19 For an examination of Grant’s political views at the beginning of the Civil War, see Nicholas W. Sacco, “I Never 

Was an Abolitionist: Ulysses S. Grant and Slavery, 1854-1863,” Journal of the Civil War Era 9, no. 3 (September 

2019), 427-231. 
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adopted an “anti-party” stance and lent his support to the new Republican administration at the 

war’s start. Two letters highlight this new spirit within Grant. To his father-in-law, Grant tried to 

work around Lincoln’s party affiliation to explain what was at stake: “I know it is hard for men 

to apparently work with the Republican party but now all party distinctions should be lost sight 

of and evry [sic] true patriot be for maintaining the integrity of the glorious old Stars & Stripes, 

the Constitution and the Union.” In a similar note to his father, Grant remarked that “there are 

but two parties now, Traitors & Patriots and I want hereafter to be ranked with the latter and, I 

trust, the stronger party.” As Pollock correctly suggests, Grant’s strong language and nationalist 

views echo the spirit of an earlier Missouri politician: Senator Thomas Hart Benton.20  

  

 

                                                             
20 Ulysses S. Grant to Frederick Dent, April 19th, 1861, The Papers of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume 2: April-September 

1861, ed. John Y. Simon (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1969), 3-5; Ulysses S. Grant to Jesse R. 

Grant, April 21, 1861, The Papers of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume 2, 6-7; Robert R. Pollock, “There Are But Two 

Parties Now: The Political Evolution of Ulysses S. Grant,” Paper at the Mid-America Conference on History, 

Springfield, Mo, September 20, 2012, available at Ulysses S. Grant National Historic Site Library Collection, St. 

Louis, Mo.  


